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Preface 
The Bedford Southern Bypass Project (BSBP) has the potenllal to addres.< a number of issues of 
nal/onal academic importance highlighted in Ihe English fieritage document 'Exploring our Pasl: 
Srrategie., for rhe Archaeology of England' (J 99 J). In parlicular. the nalional importance of Ihe 
project lies in its polenllal to reconslruct the development of the landscape and land use along the 8.5 
km Byposs tramecr through the Ouse Valley. 

"the investigalion of the developmem of areas 0 
increased emphasis ". (EOP, 4) 
This document is the fourth volume within The Bedford Southern Bypass Post-excavation Assessment 
Report '. In it, the potenllal ofrhe project 10 address the Qverall landscape aims outlined In the 
project design is asse ...... ed. The significance of a landscape approach i. first discussed with a critique 
ofrecem studies. The eVidence. by period. is then presented with a discussion of the major themes. 
This has been approached In an integrated format. drawing on relevant eVidence from al/ the sites 
and the foil range of data types. This section highlighls the potential of the projecl to address the 
overall development of the landscape and environment. while focusing on a number oJkey issues 
where the evidence is of particular quality. A number of these Issues are period specific such as 
investigations into Neollthic settlement and Roman period non-villa rural settlement. Strong emphasis 
has been placed on the study cif processes of change and translllanal periods such as that from the 
late Iron Age into the Ramona-British period. Themes have also been identified that cross a number 
of period bou11darie.,. including investigations into the soclo-economic basis of settlement and the 

. . s r st e cavallon that wiJl 
provide the basis for methodologies propose'f.)jJ0lume 5: The Update c:��gn. 

Throughout this volume reJerence j� additional projects; tfedbury Lane, Cardington 
Cross and fh .. r.;/.,'nw HI'()()k Widening Schgmr, and a summary report for each appears In the 
appendices to Volume 2. All three resultfrom works directly associated with the construction of the 
Bypass. although none of them Jorm port of the core fonded project. It is proposed that these sites be 
integrated into the analysis and publication of the core. because of their relevance to the project 
overall. and CC) specific sites in particular. Separate and adequate fundIng is available to do this. and 
no claims for Jurcher resources will be made in this document, or wilhln the 'Updated Project 
Design'. 

By inIegratlng and synthesising the results of thes" diverse sites the project is closely [ol/owing the 
precepts of EOP (p.35) which state.'. with regard to providing a slrategic framework [or developer 
fonded activities: 

s nvo Ye commlsSlOnzng wo a 'Wl 
otherwise remain i,mlaced pockets oJ activity. This intention - of extracting academic value for money 

from the data that i,· currently accumulallng - is the main Iheme of what follows". 

R.S.R. Pn.'lt /(rt.'ywation A.'{.w�.'{.'{mP.11t.' Part 4 " 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Implicit in the study of archaeology is that individual sites form part of a wider landscape, and 
throughout the early 20th century analysis of the iuteraction between archaeological sites and the 
environment has been extensively explored. Two essays have been particularly important to the 
development landscape of study: 'Archaeology of the Cambridge region' (Fox 1923) and 'The 
per50 l  n n  ox w m e  s '  . . .  
the Fenland Committee in the fonnulation of the Fenland Survey (Hall & Coles 1994). 

Despite the early recognition of the value of landscape stndy it was not until the early 1970s that the 
importance of linking rescue archaeology and landscape study was made explicit (Fowler 1974). In 
the early 1970s public perceptions of archaeology were still dominated by the single site - not 
recognising that however geographically isolated a fann, hamlet, town or frontier may be they are all 
part of a wider system. A significant movement towards general recognition of the landscape came 
with the construction of the MS. The pre<onstruction survey and rescue archaeology along the route 
of this motorway from 1969 onwards, indicated how much had been losl in the construction of the M I 
and M6,and how much better the landscape might be understood if analysis of archacological data 
was integrated into a landscape framework. 

Today landscape archaeology is a powerful sub-discipline of archaeology with the annual publication 
of a journal "Landscape History" and an extensive bibliography of reports (Fulford 1990). English 

I I . Rerita e have cm hasised the ' im rtance of landsca studies inEOP (1991) with funding N,,_ � 
policies directed to the recogmtlOn 0 projects focused on a number of�landscapes; � ,;., " _-fNM 

" � "TM formulation of objectiv�s fo: multi-period research can only be accommodatedby setting Lit: P � :J CJw 
; L, . specific and /inked penod objectives 'tthln a lands'!!!P" QC!:!!JllQlJU1 setting and ";/thm a broad �� J."'j ohronologicalframework". (BOP, 37)Ub.pA ,� � �{vrt � .... * T""",' � I f::"G'or: Bedford Southern Bypass project was from the outset conceived as a landscape study. Within the ��;, �:!J� � "" line of the roadway individual sites were recognised and identified by their major characteristics prior __ t l)ll ... • ,tu 

C of ca.rt: to Public Inquiry in 1989. These site identifications were retained and modified during assessment, lwW4 t.;J � � lII�uation and excavation. In 1989 however, the concept of a landscape project dominated the ��.,t 1 n l;--"lifChaeological approach and detailed assessment led to a variety of evaluation strategies. The results L:.A ��.wc.} of these led either to preservation in situ: the ritual landscape of Octagon Farm; or proposals for �. �' �� preservation by record. Seven site-specific project designs were fonnulated in areas of recognised 
-t � archaeology at Peartree Farm, Manor Farm, Bunyan's Farm, Harrowden, Eastcot1S and Octagon 

� • 

Fann, but the areas between were also singled out for the �tentiaI they �eld as constituents of an 

�,1'� _ A. reasons of lack of info"";'tion: where access had be�n denied or where evaluation had failed to clarifY • � specific use. In the past these areas may have been pasture, arable fields, ritual clearings or abandoned 
J\l.� " la g -t' scrub, all of which are significant to understanding the contClCt of changes discovered during the 'W .. HI' u�tion of the set-piece projects. Dealing with the blank areas was an explicit statement of the .--� -� �&cape approach' and was dealt with in two ways. Further evaluation sought to investigate the 

blanks at Village Farm and Bumpy Lane and the watching brief, during construction, sought evidence 

I 
I 

I 
I 

for land use such as boundary ditches or tree throw holes to confirm the absence of evidence from the 
remaining 'blanks'. Every opportunity has been taken to characterise spaces between settlements, and 
the result is a continuous archaeological record of a transect through the landscape. 

It does not automatically follow that all !he data from such a survey is of national significanee and 
linear schemes that have been presented as a series of set piece site reports have been regularly 
criticised for the lack of analysis upon which to assess their importance. Lack of an explanation of lhe 
processes that underpin the evidence of landscape development has marred the results of nationally 
recognised projects such the Milton Keynes project (faylor 1994) and the English Heritage Fenland 
Survey (FIeming 1994). Fortunately specific advantages in the region accrue to the landscape 
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approach adopted for the Bypass, and a significant amount of important research in the immediate 
area can be exploited to enhance the present study. There are detailed parish surveys of Eastcotts, 
Cardington and Elstow which cover the length of the new road, the county possesses one of the most 
comprehensive, computer accessible, regional sites, monuments and building records: the Historic 
Enviromnent Record (HER), and recently a series of conferences from The Archaeology of the 
Chilterns (1991) to The Archaeology of the Ouse Valley (1994) have fOC1l£ed attention on the 
development of the region. All this information has the potential to feed into the analysis with 
virtually no extra funding implications. 

In addition, the assessment has detailed the strengths and potential of the evidence which, with the 
mer number of period and area based surveys, provides the basis for 8 landscape study that will 
significantly contribute to our understanding 0 regwns e opmen w c i . 
form the basis of national and international trends. 

1.1 Original project aims 

These were presented within section 4 of the original Project Ocsign (Baker and Dawson 1993g). 
However, the format of that docutnent and its specific aims and objectives is not conducive to simple 
assessment of the fieldwork results, In recognition of this the aims and o�ectives have been recast, but 
correlation is possible as the original numbering system, has been retained (in brackets), together with 
a heavy reliance on the original text 

The principle project aims were 'to study in-depth a broad transect through the Ouse Valley which 
cuts through .. dmse and ca1lh'ao1ing mu/tJ-period landscape. The project r"Presents an opportunity 
to .. dd to the undet'Ntanding of thlt archaealogy of the Ouse Valley and the wider region' (4.2) 

Of special note should be the high priority given to 'the interrelationships between sites and arf!!<2S 
within the study area and those adjacent to It ... . , ... The Bedfordshire Archaeology Service has been 
active In the area for upwards of twenty years, and the accumulated data from all relevant work in 
the area WIll be braught to bear 10 .nham.:. Ih. pott!lIlial of tit is project. Tlti. incl�des not only tit" 
specific work related /0 the footprint of the Bypass itself, but ancillary work undertaken On the 
wlderllng of the EI.tow Brook (see Volume 2, appendix 3). extensive excavations on Neolithic. Bra",," 

Age and Iron Age sites In Plantation Quarry a/ Willlngton (pinder 1986). excavations on multi-period 
prehistoric sites at Bury Farm, Goldlngton (Mustoe 1988) and Mill Fann, multi-period excavations at 
ElstowAbbey (Baker 1971) and at Peartree Farm, E/sIGI1) (Woodward 1976). Further west there has 
been extensive work In Biddenham on another large area of well preserved prehistoric landscape, 
and our knowledge of the settlement pattern along the Ouse has been widened by extensive survey 
and excavation work in advance of pipeline constrTJction at Kemp.<ton Church End (Roman and 7th 
century Saxon), and development at Clapham (Iron Age, Roman and medieval). The excavations at 
Odell (Dlx 1981) in the north and SalJord on the western edge of the county will be usefUl 
comparlsony � 

A recent and important addition to this list should be the work recently carried out by the Service in 
response to the dc:veIopment of the Medbuty Lane borrow pit adjacent to the Village Farm site (see 
Volume 2, appendix I). 

R.S.R. Pn.'!1t RxrttVt1rifm A ...... e .... 'I'l1ttmt.' Part 4 5 
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Two major strands 10 the overall investigation were recognised within the original Project Design, 
cacb comprising a number of specific project aims. These are listed as follows. 

1. The Landscape; settlement and organisation 
General: To investigate Inte ..... ite relation.hips within the landscape and to chart the overall 
development of that landscape co-ordinating evid.nce from settlement, funera£y, ceremonial, 
economic and environmental contexts (4.5) (4.7). 

Specjfic: Tr4Jt.sitional pel'iot/s 
01 n an un 

monument types, and the gradual change to a settlement dominated landscape (4. L3). 
1.2 Briton into Roman; the identification of native settlements and the degree of change 

undergone by the communities throughout the Roman period, including recognisable changes 
in their agricultural base (4.1,4). 

1.3 To study the transition following the decline of the Roman Empire, with the identification of 
post-Roman settlement or activity (4. U). 

1.4 The development of medieval settlement and its relationship with earlier activity (4. I .6). 

Specifl c: Socio-ecanomic base 
1.5 To attempt an understanding ofthc socio-economic basis for sert1ements through the study of 

their material culture and trade patterns (4. 1 .1) 

Specifl c: Boundaries 
1.6 The investigation of territorial, political. agricultural and settlement boundaries through time 

4.5. 
1. 7 The identification and dating of relicl field systems and their relationship to each 0 er 

through time (4.1.2). 

2. The Landscape: environment 
General: To provide a model for the archaeology and environment of the Ouse flOOdplain and 
fo .. the development of the gravel te ... ace. including the eXlUtlination of a.-eas unde .. alluvium and 
coUuvium (4.3). 

Specjfic: AU .. v/4t/on 
2.1 To map the pattern ofalluviation (4.3). 
2.2 To understand the relationship of settlement and land-use to the panern of alluviation (4.3). 

SpeCific: Environmtmlal remains 
2 3 The reconstruction of the landscape and land-use for each of the settlements is a general aim 

of the Bypass project (4.4). 

SpeCific: Formation pl"OCesses 
2.4 To investigllte the factors involved in site formation processes with especial emphasis on the 

contribution of environmental data (4.4). 

R.8.H. p(),'it R"f(:tnlt1tinn A'�'��'�''''"I!7tt.· Part 4 6 
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2. STATEMENT OF POTENTIAL 
Alluvial environments are recognised as being of considerable value, both because of the potential fOf 
good preservation and because of the importance of riverside locations and valley bottoms to 
prehistoric and historic communities. Darvill comments that "Of all the landscape environments 
considered in this volume (Damll 1987), rivers, lakes and alluvium spreads afe possibly the least well 
documented archaeologically". English Heritage have recognised this in deftning areas of alluvium as . . 

example, have additionally been singled OUl as requiring special attention (EOP, 45). 

The value of the Bypass project lies in the wide variety and longevity of the archaeological evidence 
fOr both setU�1U'lnt& and lauds<oapes. All major periods of activity are represented from ,he Me""lithic 

to the present day, and the potential of the area can be compared favourably with other landscape 
projects such as Yamton ICassington in the Upper Thames (Hey 1992;1993) and the South West 
Oxfordshire Reservoir project. There are rew examples where a landscape has been investigated SO 
mtco51ve y. vanety 0 ome C an nerary ' 

. , 
comparisons can be drawn between contemporary adjacent settlements, their economy, landscape and 
land use up to the present day. Additional themes include the naturc of earlier prehistoriC settlement, 
settlement and development through critical periods of transition, the inter-relationship of ceremonial 
and domestic activity, the use that was made of different topographies, and the inter-relationship and 
effects of hydrological change and the onset of alluviation. These issues can all be addressed within 
the Bypass project. 

Locally the project can contribute significantly to the un rstan ng 0 nea 51 es w 
been excavated under difficult salvage conditions. Many of tbese sites are of national or regional 
imponancc and are able to provide irnponant contextual material, enhancing the potential of the 
Bypass data. 

Other issues of significance that will be addressed by the BSBP arc those related 10 planning. This 
part of the Ouse Valley is typical of many areas throughout the country where large areas of land have 
been largeted fOf mineral extraction, as well as urban and suburban development. Although the 
overall archaeological potential of these areas is recognised, investigative and conservation strategies 
have necessarily concentrated on the more obvious crop mark and earthwork sites. The extensive 
survey and observation works carried out along the Bypass have highlighted the fragile and dispersed 
nature of much of the evidence, especially for the earlier prehistoric, Iron Age and Saxon periods. It 

I 
can now be appreciated that an apparent absence of sites may only be due to the limitations of 
detection metbods. The ability to model the archaeological resources of the tloodplain and gravel 
terrace will contribute substantia\ly to a more effective working of the planning process. This has been 
recognised by English Heritage in Exp/Qrillg our Past and further work on these issues is of national 

I importance, the essential aspects of this study having been discussed by Needham and MackJin 
(1992). , .  �� ftq, � �� ...J. &wl1ML �Jli .. .u ..:.. "1) ""'" � p� .• ��:-' .w. """ p� .;. .... � . 1i.tU lO.J,�diI '" �....:IAA- ,.., ����. r.J:h � .��� � -.l 6..J IIM- r� cLowi� � ur 

I � �p.- u.�� � � rtn.,�. 
¥wb-J. 

'I � 
Uu-, I.bo I �� 

I tt � 
I 
I 
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2.1 Summary of Results 
The following table represents a summary of the various periods represented across the Bypass sites 
(including Cardington Cross and Medbury Lane) based on an integrated but still provisional 
assessment ofthe structural, artcfactual and ecofactual data sets. 

Table 1 Summary Of""yOT p.,iotb represented acTO .. all Byp<Us ,fil .. 

KEY 
E"'elU'ly M�nliddle L�late 

i Early Brmne 
Age 

Bnum 

Activity represented L. ___ = Activity possibly represented 

2.2 Academic frameworks 

SaIon 

The location of the sites within the river valley provides an important opportunity to study the impact 
of scttlement on Ihe natural environment and to identifY feedback effects into the hnman ecosystem 
(Bewley 1994). Three major environmental factors can be addressed, palaeotopography, alluviation 
and the evidence of floral and fauna! remains for the natural and cultivated environment 

Palaeotopography 
Archaeological investigations into river valley environments are increaSingly undertaken within a 
wider geographical and environmental framework, and this is reflected in a number of recent studies 
(Needham and Macklin 1992; Robinson 1992a). One of the most significant aspects of the Bypass 
prOject IS Its potentIal to reconstruct the palaeotopngraphy and assess lIS Importance in the 
determination of settlement location and lan d uae. Similar work has been W1dertaken in the Lower 
Welland and Nene Valleys (French et aII992; French and Pryor 1992) and is currently underway in 
the YamtonlCassington area of the Upper Thames (Hey 1993). Observations on the nlicrotopography 
of each Bypass site were made, including the plotting of palaeochannels and profiles through natural 
depoSits, to determine patterns ofPleistocene an d more recent fluvial activity. Comprehensive 
coverage of the valleY bottom by aerial photographic survey provides the landscape contel<1 for site 
specific observations. Preliminary work at Octagon Farm demonstIates the importance of topography 
in site choice and organlsatlon during the NeoUthlc and Bronze Age periods, am.l elst:wlIele similar 
influences have been observed during the RDmatl and Saxon peri<X\$, 

R.S. R. Po,r;:t PrfYnJati()J1 A,v.vp'.�,wnfmt.· Part 4 R 
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"Recent Wflrk in the Thames, rivers of the Wash and the Herefordshire Valleys has demonstrated the 
potential for strangraphic and organic preservation an or enVlronmen a su es 0 a UVIll on 
phases, ",Specijic valleys might be selectedfor identification surveys where potential is good but 
unvalidated" (HOP, 45) 

A river V'dlley is a particularly responsive system, and fluctuations in the intensity of land use, 
clearance and cultivation affect hydrological patterns, alluviation, and the build up of peat deposits. 
These changes impact upon patterns and forms of settlement and land use, as both hydrological 
changes and the human response varies. Intensification of land use from the Bl'\lnze Age has been 
cited as one of the major causes of increasecllevels of alluviation and although this general trend can 
be seen within all the Midland river systems the majority of the data comes from the Nene and 
Wellarut, especially the Fen edge environments (Robinson 1992). It is increasingly clear that 
alluviation has significant localised effects within the general trend and data has begun to be collected 
for the Ouse with useful observations at Warren Villas and from Bromham and Kempston (Clark and 
Dawson forthcoming). Test pitting along the Elstow Brook, part of drainage improvement prior to 
construction of the Bypass, has further filcilitated. the mapping of alluvium and peat in this area (see 
Volume 2 appendices 3 and 4), and further useful data is available from the Bypass sites at Manor 
Farm, Harrowden, Eastcotts, and Octagon Fanu. Analysis of the Bypass data will provide a model for 
the elrtenl, date and sequence of alluviation in this part of the Ouse Valley, allowing a comparison 
with evidence from other areas and river valleys. In particular the effects of a1luviation can be 
assessed agaiIlSt provisional results suggesting tbat settlement shift at Eastcotts in the later Roman 
period was in response to rising water levels, with a similar phenomenon noted at Harrowdcn in both 
the late Roman and medieval periods. 

Jot"' .... r;'More resuurces should be directed towards projects with potential for recovering environmenta;l �� 
Information" (EOP, 4) ::J-- 0' 

....--,..u. .... "" ,�� j 
Anthropogenic impact on the environment is further attested by preserved plant and animal \Q.Wa.. • � f� 
macrofossiIs. Even though the evidence is most\y derived from charred pIant remains, the Bypass sites 014: 
(including Cardington Cross) provide a useful environmental sequence for the Ouse Valley. Neolithic tree- ...,d-.. � 
throw pits were encoonIe!ed on �' of the sites and there were finds of chan:oal, especialIy oak, including .� 
root wood signifying early clearano:::. At Cardington, where perhaps the greatest concentration oftree-thrnw � � 
features was found, maoy had. traces nfburning, but yielded very litt\e charcoal, suggesting that lime (1I/ia) .JI.�.. .. L-..o. woodland, rather than oak, was cleared at here. This tends to combnaW pollen evidence which suggests �-- '-�IJ' 
that lime was the dominant component of woodland prior to Neolithic cleamru:e over large parts oflowIand 
England, yet its charcoa\ does not survive under archacologiea\ conditions. 

Evidence for tbe cultivated environment is evident from all the Bypass sites and is summarised in 
appendix I. After assessment a provisional sequence can be proposed Insufficient Neolithic settlement 
features were found to give the full pictore for this period, but the 0CCIlIII:I1te in the late Noolithic I early 
Bronze AffJ of naked barley is characteristic of the earIicr prehistoric periocI. It would be a most unosuaI 
crop frnm the Iron Age onwards. Although spelt wheat and hulled Imlcy would have been anticipated as the 
major cereal crops during the Iron Age, the assemblages would seem much more characteristic of the 
Ncolithic or early Bronze Age, with only a Iow level of agriculture and a part reliance on collected woodland 
food ��. The predominance of spclt wheat is usual for the Roman period, a1� it is 

horticultural crops: cheny, celery and walnut. The cdel)' was perhaps grown for its seeds. Insufficient late 
Roman I early Saxon and Saxon material was found to give a reliable crop record The Saxo-Norman and 
medieval periods show the complete tqli=uent nf spelt wheat, a hulled wheat, by free-threshing wheat, 
although it is not possible at this stage to show whether both Inad-type and rivet wheat were being 
cu\tivatW in the region. By the Saxo-Norman period, oats would have been grown as a crop rather than just 
being a weed It was probably cultivatW as <!rage along with six-row hulled barley, but all the cereal 
asscmbla8llS found arc too mixed to confirm this. Rye does not seem to have been a major crop in the valley 
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bottom. The soils of the gr.IVcl terraces and clays around Bedford are well suited for the cultivation ofwheat, 
barley and oats. Rye would perllaps only have been an important crop on the acid soils of the Greensand 
Cultivated legumes assumed a greater importance in the medieval period than earlier. Bean and perh;lps pea 
make their first appearance on the em m 

' .  . 

1.1.2 Palaeo!ithic 
Although important Palaeolithic assemblages have been recorded from basal fluvial deposits in the 

. . 
from observations on ofiles along the line of the 

Bedford Southern Orbital Sewer (Dawson forthcoming) no material of similar date was recorded from 
any of the Bypass investigations. 

2.2.3 Mesolithic 8000 � 4000 BC 

"The transition between the Mesolithie and NeoNthle periods has proved persistently elusive. 
espeCla y n areas 0 a 
communities. More light could be thrawn on this period by torgetlng deposil1l which are likely to span •. t L .. _._ all or part of it . . . . " (EOP, 36) ".....,6. .1-0 plfStNt. �th � ..;en. � +'" �.;m..u. /1-,,",' !J.. G 1':" 0..01. r:.iJ.:r"· . 
Systematic fieldwalking look place al Octagon farm, and residoallithics characteristic of • j. J 
Mesolithiclearly Neolithic date were recorded fiom the majority of Bypass sites_ While not providing ro..o """� 
evidence for In-situ settlement this material can provide some general indication of the level and 

• � distribution of early prehistoric activity. When set against this distribution it is clear that the quantity &IWI"" 
and nature of the Eastcotts assem age lS e on , an 

. 

Mesolithie settlement activity. In all 433 tools and fragments of debitage were recovered (the next 
largest Mesolithic group came fronl Bumpy Lane where only 33 picees were recorded) and although 
this material was residual, analysis of its distnbution across the site has the potential to define the 
nature and focus of activity. 

Little Mesolithic material has been recovered from elsewhere within the study area, although 
excavation at the Ursula Taylor School, Clapham revealed a small number of Mesolithie pits (Dawson 
1988), and recent work in the Biddenham area has highlighted swface concentrations of Mesolithic 
date (CPM 1993) with pocssible working hollows rtCOgnised at Kempston (BCAS forthcoming). 
Further fieldwork is planned to investigate the significance and origin of this material with synthetic 
stndy proposed to investigated this period (Dawson forthcoming). The potential for environmental 
reconstruction has been demonstrated throngh pollen and molluscan samples taken along the line of 
the Southern Orbital Sewer (Scaife 199�). 

22.4 NeoUthiclearly Bronze Age 4000 - 2000 BC 
"The complexity and elaboration of developed later Neollthic society have become increasingly 
app"'.nt; its origins le .. . ,,, Tran.</onrultlon of settlelMnt. burial and monument types, the 
broodenlng of the economic base and the emergence ofseporate but concurrent art.factual traditions 
all occurred within this period. Direction of effort to areas of knawn mid to late third millennium ,,"*, .• 1.:; 
would promote an understanding afthe processes Involved" (EOP. 36) 

The majority of Bypass sites produced residual flint tools and debitage of this date, and the increase in 
density of this distribution over the Mesolithie material, approximately in the ratio of 5: I, is 
significant The range and variety of evidence suggests a number of themes can he explored including 
deforestation, ceremony and ritual, and settlement. 
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Deforestation 
Dunn (he Neolithic and Bronze 'e the wooded landsca of the fioodp1ains was gradually 
transformed into One organised around monuments. This process is indicated by the occurrence of trce 
throw holes on all the Bypass sites. Dense grouping of features and association with carbonised root 
material indicates an anthropogenic element in the tree clcarance (Mark Robinson pers. comm.). AI 
Peartree Farm. Octagon Farm and Cardington Cross tree throws are associated with cultural material 
of NeolithiclBronze Age date, although ceramics of Iron Age and Roman date were also recovered. 
This suggests that deforestation occurred in episodes from the Neolithic into the Roman period and 
appears to be corroborated by aerial photographic evidence of Iron Age and Romano-British cropmark . ,  . be restricted. At 
Warren Villas in the Ivel Valley for instance, field systems laid out in the late first century may have 
occupied woodland clearings, and this may indicate extensive tracts of possibly managed woodland 
(Clark and Dawson forthcoming). In contrast widespread and permanent clearance may have occurred 
on the drier valley .ide •. 

Analysis of the Bypass data will provide an important regional comparison with recent work from the 
Nene and Thames where evidence points to regional and local variation. Although tree throws 

and Moore 1987), the Thames evidence, in common with that from the Bypass, generally suggests 
limited clearance (Robinson 1992). Evidence of localised clearance around monumen ts has been 
found within the Nene Valley at Redlands Fann, Stanwick (KeeviI1992), and it appears that it was 
not until the early to mid Bronze Age that clearance really began to impact upon the landscape 
demonstrated by agricultural soils of this date found in association with the Redlands Farm Barrows. 

Ceremony and ritual 85P" Grmm� � �I.o � J 
The most spcctacu1ar evidence for Neolithic and Bronze Age activity is the extensive series of 
funerary and ceremonial monuments, focused on the Cardington cursus complex. The transformation, 
of the wooded and tangled valley bottom into landscapes organised around groups of monumental 
structures marks One of the most significant developments in European prehiStory and indicates the 
emergence of a complex society. 

Three Bypass sites provided opportunities to investigate this monumental landscape: ();tagon Fann, 
EaSlCOtts and Village Farm. 

The Octagon Farm evidence belongs to a group of sites with a geographical distribution extending 
through the midlands, from the Trent Valley across to the North Sea, and as far south as the Upper 
Thames. Similar sites include West Cotton (Windcl et al 1990), Dorchesler on Thames (Whittle et al 
1992) and Maxey (Pryor & French 1985). They have been referred to as 'Barford type complexes' and 
are often characterised by having a CUWUS as a central element, with large rectangular enclosures and 
ring ditches. A number of similar !lites have been identified within the Ouse Valley, at Qodmanchester 
(F. McAvoy pen;. comm.), Haddenham (Evans and Hodder 1981), Brampton (Maylim 1990) and 
possibly also at Biddenham. A barrow and henge site has been excavated just to the north of the Ouse 
at Geldington and this may be another example (Mnsloe 1988). These sites appear to be distn'buted 
fairly evenly along the river va lley at intervals of 5-{)km, and to have developed over many centuries. 

At Octagon Farm the development of the complex appears to follow a pattern similar to that at 
Dorchcster on Thames, the mortuary enclosures and cursus appear to be primary, and the barrows 
secondary, with a similar juxtaposition ofbarrows and cursus to that Maxey. The layout of the 
complex was constrained by topography, with the monuments sited on higher gravel islands between 
palacochannels. This is a similar situation to that found at Stanwick, in the Nene Valley, where the 
long barrow!; occupied almost all of an elongated gravel island. Close by at Irthlingborough several of 
the round barrows gained prominence from their location on gravel islands, and this visual factor may 
also have influenced the Octagon Farm bnilders. The detailed layout at Octagon Farm was complex, 
with common alignments between the cursus, 'paperclip' enclosure and the large mortuary enclosure 
for instance, and with the earlier monuments exercising an influence on the location of later ones. 

" 
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Similar monument groups at Dorchester on Thames and Godmanchester appear to have been aligned 
to the movements of the sun and moon (Bradley and Chambers 1988). 

Although ring ditches cluster in the area of the earlier monuments they also have a much wider 
distribution along the valley ohhe Ouse (Woodward 1986). East of Octagon Farm ring ditches have 
been excavated at Willington (Clark 199 1 ;  Pinder 1986a; Woodward 1986), and to the west at Mill 
Farm (DCAS in prep)and Elstow (Baker 1971). F\llther afield, but stin within the Ouse Valley, 
barrow groups at Harrold (Eagles and Evison 1970), Radwell (Hall and Woodward 1977) and Roxton 
(Taylor and Woodward 1985) have been excavated. Within the Bypass, and in addition to Octagon 
Fanll, ring--<iitehcs have been investigated at Village Farm and others are visible as cropmarks at 
Bunyan's Farm. At Eastcotts an isolated inhumation may once have been marked by a mound or ring
ditch. Recent evaluation at the Bunyan Centre, Bedford, has added to the corpus of barrow sites (Fell 
and Dawson 1995). 

The Bypass data has considemble potential to characterise the form of individual monuments, the 
sequence of their construction and use, and to investigate the overall organisation and extent of the 
complex. In particular this will provide important new data contributing to current research linking 
these sites to core arcas of Neolithie settlement (Thomas 1991), and in assessing their significance in 
the context of the sacio-economic organisation of lowland communities (Bmdley and Holgate 1984). 

The continued importance of these monuments into later periods is indicated by the lack of 
disturbance they have suffered during the Iron Age and Romano-British periods. This implies that at 
the Octagon Farm and Village Farm sites, the harrows were still visible in the landscape; later field 
boundaries at Octagon Farm appear to respect the barrow sites. The challenge during analysis is to 
determine whether this sUIvival resulted from continued use of the monument sites for ritual purposes, 
or simply because they were regarded as too substantial to level or remove. At both sites the upper fills 
of the ring ditches contained Iron Age pottery, and a similar situation was recorded by Eagles at 
Harrold (Eagles and Evison 1970). However, the form of the Iron Age features in proximity to the 
ring ditches, and the composition of assemblages, needs further characterisation to identifY the nature 
of activity. Although the pits and post-holes at Village Farm and Octagon Farm might represent 
settlement, cremations were present on both sites, and deposits of bone and near-complete pottery 
vessels indicate possible ritual deposition. 

Neolithic settlement 

Ncolithic settlement sites are extremely elusive in the Ouse Valley. This has led to an inevitable 
concentration of effort and resources in the investigation of the more obvious and spectaeu\ar 
monuments. It is certain however, that all but the very lowest and wettest parts of the floodplain would 
have been utilised by early communities, and exiensive fieldwork in valley bottom environments is 
beginning to characterise this activity. 

At Peartree Farm a single fcature contained ceramics of Neolithic date, in addition to a significant 
lithic component. At least one of the sherds came from a Beaker vessel, and the group probably 
indicates settlement. Settlement features were also recorded at Manor Farm where a pit containing 
early Neolithic Grimston Ware was excavated, and at Bumpy Lane where two large pits were located. 
Sherds of late Neolithic Petetborough ware were found in one, and both contained flint tools and 
debitage. The association of these cerarnic/lithic groups and the features with domestic settlement is as 
yet untested by analysis, but the range of material indicates a variety of activities. There is clearly 
potential to further characterise the material as resulting from temporary hunting or pastoral camps, 

The Stonehenge environs (Richards 1990) and Cranbourne Chase surveys (Barrett et a/ 1991) 
demonstrate that ceremonial and domestic sites are found in close proximity in Wessex, whereas the 
ritual landscapes at Raunds and YamtonlCassmgton appear to be devoid of settlement Both 
ceremonial and selllement features were found on the Bypass, and appear to be within spatially 
distinct areas. This suggests regional variation, and the Bypass study area has good potential to shed 
light on this issue. 
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The value of the Bypass material lies in its potential to begin the characterisation of Ouse Valley 
clearance and settlement. Although very little Neolithic settlement has been located within the Nene, 
with a few pits containing domestic material at West Couon and Stanwick (Windel el 01. 1990), 
substantially more has been recorded for the Thames Valley. A general survey of this material has 
been possible and provides a framework within which the Bypass material can be studied (Holgate 
1988). More recent excavation and survey at YamtonlCassington has highlighted the fragile and 
dispersed nature of Neolithic flooclplain settlement, and this provides an additional comparison fur the 
Bypass material. 

2.2.5 Bronze Age/early Iron Age 2400 - 700 BC 

The gradual changejrom the monument-dominated landscape of the Neolllhic and early Bronze Age 
to the sett/ement-domina/ed landscape of later prehistory remains poorly understood ... " (EOP. 36) 

Little evidence survived from the mid to late Bronze Age, either for settlement or land use, other than 
a single pit at Bunyan ' s Farm, containing pottery and parts of a destroyed hearth or oven. TIris may be 
significant as an indicator of settlement, especially in the light of the limited trencb excavations on 
this site. A single feature within Area lat Bumpy Lane was dated to the late Bronze Age/early Iron 
Age and probahly has similar significance. 

Evidence may survive for landscape boundaries and enclosure. Ai Octagon Farm linear ditches 
describing a regular rectilinear pattern of fields were laid out, the ditches clcarly cutting tbe 
'paperclip' enclosure, but apparently respecting tbe position of a number of ring-ditches. No dating 
evidence was recovered from excavated sections. At Eastootls lengths of ditch were excavated that 

, 

. . 

features on site; a few fragments ·ofLate Neolithic/Bronze Age flint were recovered from within them. 
Both SYStems may date to the Bronze Age, representing a similar process of enclosure to that 
identified at Stanwick (Nea1 1989) and Fengate (Pryor 1991). 

The paucity of evidence for tltis period reflects a national phenomenon, and attempts have been made 
to explaio this on the grounds of site recognition (Pryor I98�; Knight 1 984) although Hodder (1990) 
suggests this may have functional implications. Enclosed settlement has however been recognised 
within the Lower Thames at Mncking and Upper Thames at Marshal's Hill (Lambrick 1992), while . I t  n" 
large areas of enclosure have been excavated within the Nen« at Stanwick and Fengate: within the �...,...., Ouse Valley the large ronndhonse at Bancroft (WilIiams and"Zeepvat 1994) and the late Bronze Age 
structnres at Salfurd arc the sum of the evidence. Tbe Bypass evidence may indicate that local forms 
are more commonly dispersed, fragile, and less susceptible to the standard methods of identification 
such as geophySical survey and aerial photography. 

2.2.6 Iron Age 700 BC - AD 43 

All the Bypass sites produced evidence for activity during the Iron Age, althongh only Eastcotts bad 
significant evidence for late occupation. Unenclosed settlement was found at Village Farm and Bnmpy 
Lane, with Peartree Farm, Bnnyan's Farm, Manor Farm, Harrowden and Octagon Farm providing 
evidence for boundaries and peripheral areas. At Village Farm pits and post holes were clustered 
aronnd the site of two ring ditches (provisionally dated to the NeolithiclBronze Age) with the 
settlement focu.s probably beyond the limits of excavation. Three cremations, and Iron Age material 
within the upper fills of the ring ditcbes, SUggest there may still be some residnal ritual significance 
attached to the monnments at this time, although the majority of features can be taken to represent 
settlement. A further indicator of ritual activity might be the pit alignment running tangentialy to one 
m the rings, althongh again these features have usually been interpreted as boundary markers 
(CunlliIe 1991). At Bumpy Lane a similar collection of pits and post holes appear to indicate 
settlement, but withont a clear focus or layout. Here a sequence of enclosures and boundaries indicate 
a oomplex and possibly episodic development. 
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The remaining sites comprisc a variety of evidence. At Pcartree Fann the ditched boundaries describe 
a rectilinear field system with scattered settlement which may fonn part of the Village Fann system. 
or be part of a settlement nucleus closer to hand. Althou 77 0 0 e ceralmcs were 0 ear y to 
middle Iron Age date. a significant proportion indicate activity in the late Iron Age. The exact 
relationship of the two groups has yet to be detennined 

At Bunyan's Farm the amount of Iron Age material was too limited to conclusively date the 
boundaries. At nearby Manor Farm the field system can more confidently be placed in the early to 
middle Iron Age with 18% of the ceramic assemblage suggesting some activity in the later period. As 
at Peartree Farm the relationshi of these two ro has et to be anal sed and it may be possible to 
characterise development between the earlier and later Iron Age. At Octagon Fann the scatter of pits 
and post-holes, predominantly of early to middle Iron Age date, suggests settlement. However, in 
common with Village Fann, the proximity to earlier funerary and ceremonial monuments, suggests a 
ritual component. This evidence is even more compelling at Octagon Fann where the crop marks 
indicates settlement enclosures some distance to the north. 

Late Iron Age pottery was recovered from a ditch and residual contexts at HaUOwdcn, while a larger 
. ,  can be identifi but the 

larger part of the ceramic assemblage, 91%, is residual in contexts of Period 9. 1 (the first to second 
century AD). It seems likely that the late Iron Age fabrics continued in use into the early Roman 
period when the first enclosures were established, and this has significant implications for the 
characterisation of Late Iron Age and early Roman assemblages in this area. 

Until recently the paucity of excavated evidence for Iron Age settlement and land use in Bedfordshire 
had hindered the development of regional studies. Field survey by David Hall, in the south . . . . . , 
settlement that had been present in earlier work (Hall and Nickerson 1966, 1969; Hall and Hutchins 
1972). Simcu in her survey of the Iron Age in Bedfordshire (1973) was still forced to rely on ceramics 
and salvage recorded sites such as Harrold (Eagles and Evison 1970) and Bromham (Tilson 1973). 
Since then, on the bosis of 11 wider excavated sample. Knight has been able 10 review the range of 
settlement forms present and offer models for their development and distribution (Knight 1984). He 
has been able to demonstrate an approximate 2.5:1 increase of sites from the early 10 late Iron Age. 
This is mirrored in recent work in the Milton Keynes area (Williaros 1993, 214). Even within 
Knight's study the hias towards Nene Valley sites is striking, and much of the Ouse Valley evidence 
used remained that presented by Simco and Hall. As well as the geographical models proposed by 
Knight, historical models have also been attempted, with the emphasis on integrating the later Iron 
Age material into Belgic, and ultimately Roman patterns of influence and expansion, and specifically 
in extending the Catuvel1aunian territQrium north to the Nene (Branigan 1985). These models have 
been criticised by Dyer (1976) and Kennel (1977), and more recently by Clark and Dawson 
(forthcoming) who emphasis the importance of regional development and patterns of social and 
economic: relationship over external influence. 

Recent excavations on Iron Age sites within the Bedford Area of the Ouse Valley, at Stag�n, 
ClaPham (Dawson 1988), Gold Lane Biddenham, Mill Farm, Riverside Meadows and Warren Villas 
is complemented by work undertaken upstream in the Milton Keynes area at Westbury (Ivens et al 
1995), Petulylands (WillialllS el af 1994), Bancro1t (Wlll1arns and Zeepvat 1994). Wav�mlull Gate 
(Williams forthcoming), and Caldecote (Zeepvat et a1 1994), and downstream at Little Paxton (Jones 
and Ferris 1993). Despite the large number of recently investigated and published sites the Bypass 
represents the most intensively excavated area with the best potential for reconstructing panerns of 
landscape development. A number ofthemes can be addressed which are directly relevant to the 
academic priorities for the period as expressed in EOP. 

• The relationship of Iron Age settlement and activity to the NeolithiclBrom:e Age ceremonial 
landscape with particular emphosls on continuity of place in ritual and ceremonial observan.t;e. 
At both Village Fann and Octagon Fann and to a lesser extent at Eastcotts this relationship can 
be demonstrated but remains unexplained 

� W ,.$. � wrfJ.·  
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• The locallun and distribution of ear(v iron Age sell/ement in relallon 10 later Iron Age and 
Romano-British settlement. This involves the closer definition of how these periods are 
represented in the artefactual record and in particular by ceramics. The majority of sites are dated 
by ceramics 10 the early-mid Iron Age, with laIC pre Belgic material conspicuously absent and 
Gallo-Belgic material rare, except at Eastcolts where it is largely found in association with early 
Romano-British material. The evidence suggests either that settlement density declines (in 
opposition to Knighfs model), in which ease a seareh for enviromnental or other determinants 
should be made, or that the earlier ceramic traditions were morc long-lived and conservative than 
SO far appreciated. 

• The economic basis or and arm 0 , mile bottom settlement and land use . Can Items be 
identified, and how do these compare with settlements on the vallcy sides and within the clay 
vales? In particular ecofactual material and the form of settlement may suggest a pastoral bias (as 
at Bumpy Lane), possibly transhumic and perhaps related to scttIement on the higher and drier 
valley sides. Recent evidence from Yamton/Cassington and Farmoor (Lambrick and 
RobinsonI979) suggests an early Iron Age rise in water tables causing abandonment of the lower 
lying sites in favour of the higher gravc1 tcrraces, with re-<lCcupation of the floodplaio during the 
middle Iron Age, primarily for summer grazing shieliogs of Farrnoor type (Hcy 1993). Although 
the details of chronology may be different within the Ouse VallCY io terms of hydrological 
changes it should be possible 10 identifY similar developments and responses. 

• The fann and impact of 'Belgic ' influence and local response in /he Later iron Age. How are 
Belgic assemblages defined and what is their significance in characterising contact? What does 
the evidence imply for the economic, social, and political position of the Ouse Vallcy in relation 
to surrounding regions. 

• e re a ons, lp 0 a e ron ge se emen to omano� rl S, se emen . no si c can rec 
continuity between the Iron Age and the Romano-British period be demonstrated Some re-use of 
field boundaries may occur at Bumpy Lane, and at Eastcotls the relationship between the Late 
Iron Age and Early Romano-British material requires further work. On all other sites where both 
p<;:.rioW; an; rejln'sented it is possible tu posit episodi� rall,er lI11m oonlinuous ou;upaliuu. Iu 1Ile 
light of sites such as Stagsden and Bromham where continuity can be demonstrated, what might 
be the determinants controlling these processes? 

G·2. 7 Romano British AD 43 - 410 J NJ 0-.... £::bp f"� . 
Evidence for Romano-British activity came principally from two sites, Peartree Farm and EasICOtls, 
both the subject of Iarge scale open area excavation. Other sites also produced Romano-British 
material. At Harrowden a comple" of enclosures similar to that at Eastcotls MI5 revealed during 
trench excavation and 10 the north west at Bumpy Lane parts of a dilCh system were excavated 

. .  . . , 

Octagon Farm despite early, middle or late Iron Age activity on all four sites, and crop marks of 
similar form to Peartree Farm just to the north of the Bunyan's Farm trenches. The lack of evidence 
from these sites is important io setting the context for the distribution of Roman settlement and its 
relationship to earlier settlements. 

It is increasingly clear that a wide variety of settlement types exist within the Romano-British 
countryside (Hingley 1989). Crop marks withio the Ouse ValIcy indicate a similarly diverse picture, 
with settlements varying from single farmsteads through a range of nucleated forms, representing 
hamlets and perhaps villages, and reflectiog functional diversity. Both Peartrec; Farm and Eastcotls 
are typical of the two lItl\ior types of non-villa settlement common to the area. The first settlement 
type, at Peartree Farm, can be termed agglomerated, and comprises a settlement core surrounded by 
infield enclosures and extensive outfield systems, with a stretch of drove or trackway providing the 
focus. These sites are Ioeated across the vallcy at regular intervals but appear isolated from each other 
by woodland, open pasture or serub. The second group, represented at Eastcotls, can be classed as 
linear, with rectilioear enclosures arranged parallel to a watercourse. Other examples have been 
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e"cavated at Wamm Villas in the Ivel Valley and Little Paxton in the Ouse above SI. Ncots. Linear 
settlement might also be aligned along routeways, evidenl in crop marks near Willington (Simco 
1984, 65). 

In order to understand how the sites relate to each other within the landscape it is necessary to 
undertake detailed survey; there is a wealth of evidence for Roman rural settlement in the north 
Bedfordshire area. Taylor has quoted a density of one settlement per 0.4 or 0.5 square kilometres 
(Taylor and Woodward 1983). This picture has been confirmed by Simco for Bedfordshire as a whole, 
highlighting the concentration of sites within the Ouse Valley (Simco 198'). This database has been 
considerably expanded in recent years, largely through rescue eJlC3vation, with sites investigated at 
Stagsden, Kempston, ibbotsfield, Sandy, Warren Villas, and Mill Farm. The Bypass material 
complements and extends this work, and the large scale of the investigations at EastcorlS and Peartree 
Farm can provide detailed evidence on the form and function of settlement towards establishing 
models for economic development and social organisation. 

Non Villa rural settlement 

Non villa rural settlements have received little attention in comparisott with sites of higher status. 
. . 

beginning to redress the halance, but nationally where research and conservation priorities have been 
targeted towards villa and urban settlements despite calls for a more balanced agenda (Hingley 1989, 
1991 a and 1991b). Non villa settlements form the most numerous wmponeut within the settlement 
hierarchy. 

The high quality of the evidence from Peartree Farm and Eastcotts, supported by that from Harrowden 
and Bumpy Lane, will allow a number of themes to be addressed, among the more important being the 

. . 

(Jones 1989; Fulford 1990). Analysis of the form and development of the sites can illustrate processes 
of social organisation, especially in relation to the size of the settlement and in the details of the 
subdivision of space and enclosures (Hingley 1991). Together these can provide indicators of the place 
of the site. within overall scttlement hierarchic •. Additional evidence i. provided for the range of 
functions present and the relative aIIIuence indicated by the material assemblages. 

Peamee Farm appears to be the site of a single farmstead surrounded by infield enclosures similar to 
other crop mark. sites within the Onse and Ivel Valleys. It bears a superficial resemblance to the only 
other emensively excavated, but only summarily published, example at Odell (Dix 1981). Peartree 
Farm was occupied from the SC<Xlnd century (primary fills within one of the major ditches dating from 
the mid-late second), continued in use into the fourth with evidence fur re.occupation or continuous 
use into the fifth. This latest phase of activity is currenUy wnfused with early Saxon occupation and 
will require further definition <1uring analysis. Three phases of development can be seen within the 
Roman period but the main framework of enclosures remained essentially unchanged until 
abandonment. The material culture suggests largely domestic activity, with little indication of craft or 
industry. Ecofacts provide evidence for arable crop production and processing and for animal 
husbandry, i.ndkating a mixed economy. The majority of pottery types are local with only 20% of the 
assemblage imported (both national and wntinentai wares). This figure does not include an 
exceptional deposit, comprising 91 % of the total samian assemblage and 87"10 of the glass. This had 
been placed (or dumped) in the basal fills of one of the main ditehes defining the limits of the 
enclosure and may �sent some form of ritual or marker deposit (see Hingley 1990 for a discussion 
of ritual in boundary definition). Other evidence for ritual came from two inhumations, an infant 
burial in association with a possible building carrying particular significance (Swtt 1991). 

At Eastcotts the linear settlement extended for some 420m parallel with the Elstow Brook to the 
south. Three phases of development indicate a first century foundation, and migration westwards 
through the second to fourth centuries. This movement may reflect changing hydrological patterns in 
the later Roman period, also witnessed at Waqen Villas and Bromham. The artefactual assemblages 
at Eastcotts indicate a wider range of activities than at Peartree, including iron and wpper working, 
and pottery production, but remains overwhelmingly domestic in character. Pottery imports reflect a 
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similar picture to that at Peartree Farm with 85% of the assemblage being oflocal origin. The 
evidence for social organisation at Eastcotts has still to be examined and although domestic foci can 
be located, fow buildjfigs were preserved, and quantification in tenns of fiU!tlbers of dwellings or the 
organisation of compounds will be difficult. The S;7£ of the settlement and the range of activltles 
present suggests Eastcotts not only represents a larger settlemefit than that at Peartree Farm, possibly 
a loose nucleation offarms, but a settlement of different character; both the ceramic and non ceramic 
assemblages support this contention, indicating a greater range of activities at East<;otts. 

The origin of both settlements appears to be finnly within the Romano-British period, and Peartree 
Farm may have been established as late as the mid-late second century. At Eastcotts a small number of 
Bclltie Iron MC features were "resent but did not define anv substantive settlement. Nevertheless, the 
presence in Period 9.1 (of the Roman period) of 92% of the late Iron Age pottery is highly significant. 
Found in association with late first centory material it is clearly the case that the dating of both 
Romano-British wares and late Iron Age wares will require further analysis. In the absence of imports 
to signify a high statos 'Belgic' site it seems more likely that the Late Iron Age tradition continued 
into the carly Roman period This has great significauce for the dating of other late Iron Age and 
Romano.British sites and for the characterisation of the region in general. It has already been possible 
to suggest the presence ofa conservative tradition in pottery of the early to middle Iron Age (see 
,h ., ,,' th' th ' , ..  I ;n1Mi. • ••• Iv ,_RnHd" ... riod 

2.2.8 Saxon and Medieval AD 410 . 1500 
Q = " ': " (1  " .. .. I. - J. Jr>,.,.,·"A 

• The end of Roman Britain (tlSP " �a�.;bjbr.' _�;;!;::::j��"'!!:!:!!. !::iI�' I � ..".." "J /'YIIU:l r: =-' 
') 

"The namre of the Roman decline in the Province of Britain is not well understood. Neither is the 
inflUX and sell/ement of immigrants from across the North3i!a_ fn�s Is a perioa tllat IIas teJl_ 
jrustrating(v few andfragile traces! yet ;s important/or, .Che inteI"Clctfon beiWuen nanw mhabitants 
and incomers in the east and south . .  ,_and the development of a feudal system" (EOP. 36) 

Evidence for Saxon period activity came from Peartree Fann (early Saxon), Village ram\lMedbury 
Lane (early and middle Saxon) and Manor Farm (middle Saxon). 

At Village Fann (and also Medbury Lane) extensive evidence for settlement was recovered from 

buildings, refuse pits and wells_ These indicate a newly founded settlement, with no evidence for 
Roman activity on the site. At Peartree Farm all the Saxon material (71 sherds of pottery) was 
recovered from pits dug through the enclosure ditches of the Roman farmstead. This may indicate re
occupation and some continuity in the organisation of space. especially as the final phase ofR-oman 
activity. Period 9.3, comprises a collection of poorly dated enclosures that cut across parts of an earlier 
systems and which might be of early SalOOn date. At Manor Fann large pits backfilled with domestic 
refuse indicate settlement, although the restrictions of trench excavation prevented further 
investigation. 

The Bypass evidence must be measured against the small number of SalOOn sites which have been 
identified within the Bedford Area and indeed nationally. Excavations along the line of the Southern 
OIbital Sewer in Kempston (SOSI and SOS2) revealed evidence fOf late RomanlEarIy Saxon activity 
on the site of a villa, with nearby sixth century burials. The Newnham Marina villa produced sherds 
of fifth to sixth century pottery (Wingfield forthcoming) and at Elstow early Saxon cremations were 
found beneath the Abbey with the occurrence of Maxey type wares suggesting middle Saxon 
antecedents to the later Abbey foundation. On the Roman site at Mill F ann, Cardington, a ring ditch 
enclosed a burial dated by C 14 to the Saxon period In the Ivel Valley evidence for activity throughout 
the Saxon period has been recorded at Stratton near Biggleswade, and for the early Saxon period al 
Warren Villas . The town of Bedford itself is a probable middle Saxon foundation with considerable 
evidence for occupation within the northern burgh. 

In general the Bedfordshire evidence, and that recovered from the Bypass excavations, reflects 
traditional theories concerning the development of SalOOn settlement (Bilikowska 1980; Wingfield 
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forthcoming). Sparse early settlement is concentrall:d on the lighter soils of the river valleys. Lack of 
competition resulting from a decline in population may have been a major factor in making available 
sites on the better soils (Rowley 1978, 10 I), often with an ambigoous relationsjrip to Roman 
settlement sites, and difficult to untangle from relict British communities. There is a great deal of shift 
and· movement in choice of site through the fifth to seventh centuries with increasing evidence for 
expansion onto the heavier c1aylands. In the later Saxon period evidence points to the development of 
recognisable medieval forms In settlement type and economic and social organisation. The Bypass 
evidence provides the opportunity to contribute to a number of themes, notably the importance of 
topographical determinants in location of early Saxon settlement. Blair (1994) has observed that early . 
Saxon settlement in Oxfordshire favours locations above the 30m contour and this appears to be 

. I hv the ""  . 

Clearly defined late Saxon activity is absent across the Bypass (see table I). There is however, some 
evidence of overlap between the middle Saxon wares (Maxey types), and the Saxo-Norrnan wares 
(Stamford and St. Neots types). The potential 10 demonstrate continuity between early, middle and 
later Saxon settlement is best at Village Farm, and work here will make an important contribution to 
the definition of Saxon assemblages. \\ fu � Jt.y.. -.J. , The development of settlement and land use [enf' t.<.Jl � �� J 
"Late Saxon origin. have heen demonstratedfor many towns and villages in southern England. 

Major reorganisation of the cultivated landscape may also have occurred in this period; studies in ifs � Iw ' field systems, crop.v and husbandry are likely to continue to produce results" (EOP, 37) - � - e....r � 
Understanding the factors behind the development of medieval rural settlement and its appafCl1t tf.. .... ,t�J ! J 
diverSity is a research ol'!jective of national importance (EOP, 37-39). The majority of medieval ""'"0 • 

remarns SUl'V1ved in the form of remnant ridge and furrow indicating cultivation, although two Sites, 
Village Farm and Harrowden, have produced evidence for settlement,. At Village Farm, occupation, 
including buildings, yards, pit groups and evidence for agriculture and craft demonstrates a complex 
origin in the Saxon period and continuous settlement from the 11th century to at least the fifteenth 
century. Later documentary sources show the site within the open fields, with the main nucleated 
settlement some distance to the north, centred on the site of the Abbey. At Harrowden, although 
Saxon origins are suggested by the place name, the area of earthworks sampled contained evidence for 
occupation only from the 1 1th to 15th centuries. This continued in places into the post medieval 
period with a gradual decline and shift in settlement towards the present day pattern. 

Both sites have great potential to address aspectS of the development of medieval rural settlement 
Excavation and research in the Bedford area has concentrated principally on ecclesiastical and urban 
sites; Elstow Abbey, Newnham Priory and various excavations close to the castle in Bedford. Only 
recently have excavations at the deserted settlement of Stratton begun to redress the balance. Rural 
settlement has previously been studied largely through documentary research and field survey of 
mll.,,� nl.ne .M , . d.pc (W ...... 1 0"," Thi ,  h ,t> .hl" t� '.\'p ;n'� <L 

invisible evidence for complex sequences of development and fur previously unknown sites that 
excavation, and the Bypass sites in particular can provide, At Village Fann, as for preceding periods, 
the evidence is especially significant for the development of the landscape in the parish EIstow. 

Elstow . JJL . ..\. \oJ(. .. .,w J= 1t.. �1�� j 
u;I,\\UN.oJ' � � • 

, b� � 
"Medieval I'Ut'OI settlementPatterns are th. key to understanding the eco�:�al and ilical � � �  struCWI'e .• afrural EnglanJ;" and in extending our knowledge of change. ... .. The factors behind th.se 

.... d • .J, t � processes are not clearly understood, though both environmental and social circumstances are thought to I. I 
have had some Influence. The medieval period cannot be •• tudied without taking into account the preceding ""';i.:;'1MA' !.'Q� 
Romana-Brilish and prehistoric setllement patlerns" (EOP, 39) .i'J 

��' � WV ThI. t..k I i � No.4 
The Village ofEIstow Iiesjust to the north of the Bypass and clusters around the extant ruins oflhe ANley, """ � 
with little modem development having taken place. Peartree Fann, Village Fann, Bunyan's Farm and fo. L . � 
Manor Farm all lie within the puish, and additional excavation has been carried out at Elstow Abbey (Baker .... . , I, Z"'" 
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1971; Fell and Dawson 1995 ), andjust to the south within the bonndaries ofPeartrce Fann (Woodward 
1976). Excavated evidence has Ix= recovered from the Neolithic on� with puticuiarly good data for 
the medieval period With this wealth of evidcnre the parish of Elstow fonns an importal1t mi<;rQCOSm of the 

as a w  e 
. , . 

interesting is the relationship of Saxon to medieval settlement, with the evidence suggesting a 
complex pattern of shifting settlement site. Work on Saxon and medieval sites in Milton Keynes has 
demonstrated the independence of early and middle Saxon settlement from the pattern established 
later in the ninth and tenth centnries, in which the origins of the fully developed medieval villages can 
be seen (Willi8IDS 1993, 216). The evidence from Village Farm suggests a more complex pattern of 
development, with later medieval settlement recorded at some distance from the modem core and 
suggesting polyfocal or dispersed settlement forms into this late period. Taylor has shown from 
detailed stndy at Whiteparish (1967) an e o , an ID more genera survey 
1992) how complex the origins of medieval settlement can he, and research into this has been 
highlighted as of prime importance by English Heritage (EOP, 39).� No � j f� �� 

-1 '  --1 �./ bwt· � 2.2.9 TransitionJlJperiods � v. " A .! _  
�\ p� � � 't /!'Of �,. � I "'W 

" . . ler "histonc and historic enods, 0 er \.I.&M. M� 
opportunilles to stut:{y aspects of continuity and change by co-ordinated examination of settle ment. 
[unerory. ceremonial. economic and environmenlal evidence for Ihe relevant peri ods within defined 
areaslf.HOP. 3� 

• � b.t� �A nu..J: rfMJ, ..; fki., � 
The fOllo:rn-��eCtives � as� interest in the original Project 
Design; 

selllement domi nated landscape. 
• Brilon I nto Raman; the identification of native sett/e mem" and the degree of change undergone 

by the cammunitie .• throughout the Raman periad, I nclUding recognisable changes in their 
agriaultul"al base. 

• The decline of the Roman Empire, with the identification of post-Roman settlement or activity. 
• The development af medieval sett/ement and its relationship with earlier activity. 

Aspects of all the above have been touched on in the period based summary and studies of transition 
and change have been highlighted as of key importance by English Heritage (EOP 1991, 35-36). 

/ Communal morruments into settlement and field landscapes 

The gtadual replacement of the ceremonial landscape by boundaries and settlement features can he 
demonstrated as occurring from the around the middle Bronze Age and evidence for this process can 
he seen at Village Farm, Easteotts and Octagon Fann. Significantly, at both Village Farm and 
Octagon Farm the changes appear to date from the Iron Age. while it may be possible to see 
boundaries of later Neolithiclearly Bronze Age date at Eastcotts. Change can be expected to = at 
different times between regions, and perhaps even on a more local level, and the Bypass evidence will 
provide an interesting model for comparison with other regions. 

Briton into Roman 

Superficially there is little evidence from the Bypass sites for the early transition of Briton to Roman. 
1Jtis in itself is an interesting gbsclrvatiQn and needs to be investigated, espooia11y in the light of 
observations elsewhere that indicate a bigh level of continuity in settlement and land use (EOP 1991, 
36). A good deal of evidence exists for early to middle Iron Age activity, and if Knight's model of 
increased density of settlement into the late Iron Age is accurate, then we should expect to find at least 
double the number of sites in comparison with the catlier period (Knight 1984). Late Iron Age 
material. defined by the occurrence of Gallo-Belgic wares, although present in small quantities on 
nearly all the sites, was only present in significant numbers at Eastcotts, and here only within fuatures 
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dated to the early Roman period Clearly a strong native ceramic tradition survived into the later first 
centmy AD, No late Iron Age occupation sites were identified. Explanations need to be sooght for this 
hiatus, as settlement is certainly resumed in the Roman period, and these may involve environmental 
detenninants, such as a rapid increase in flooding of the lower lying land (possibly indicated by 
Roman features culling alluvium at Kempston) or by more difficult to determine socio-economic 
factors_ A switch to a predominantly pastoral regime might be cxpected to impact upon the density of 
settlement, and at ITon Age sites such as Bumpy Lane we can perhaps identify the origins of such a 
process in the form of enclosures and predominance of cattle bones. Even more difficult to identifY are 
the political forces acting On the area during the later Iron Age_ The boundary to the Camvelaunian 
ierritorium has been suggested as running down the watershed between the Nene and Ouse 
(Brarutigan 1985) and certainly coins and pottery suggest the areas to be peripheral to the core. The 
identification of cOre and peripheral areas is extremely useful ill dwaeterising regional differences in 
settlement and land use types (Cunliffe 1991) and it might be that the Ouse Valley at this point 
represented one of these peripheral areas, perhaps affecting the density of settlement. 

If the origins of the 'Romanisation' of the nalIve community are difficult to IdentItY, they can be 
studied in fully fledged form at the settlements ofPeartree Farm and Ilastcotts. However, both 
settlements appear to be within the tradition of native Iron Age types, there being no evidence for 
elaborate building forms or for high status CIlItoral assemblages (the Peartree Farm Samian and glass 
deposit can be understood as a ritual phenomenon). Changes from e ater ron e certal y 
occurred, not least in the location of settlement, and further study will be extremely useful in 
characterising the extent of native or 'foreign' influences at these sites. 

The Romano-British landscape of the Ouse Valley is dominated by non villa settlement and 
significantly lacks villas constructed on a grand scale, although stone buildings of villa type have been 
located at Kempston and Nemtham Marina, and Simco (1985) suggests a number of other possible 
sites. Again this part of the Ouse Valley, as perhaps during the Iron Age, may be peripheral to the full 
effect of changes visible elsewhere_ 

The early medieval period 
Rare early Saxon settlement was recovered at Village F ann, spreading some considerable distance to 
the south at Mcdbury Lane_ This appears to have been a new foundatiOn on a site unoccupied during 
the Roman period. Once abandoned in the fourth century there was no re-occupation of the Romano-

' .  . 
, 

at Cardington Cross, Harrowden or Bumpy Lane. Recent excavations at Kempston however suggest 
re-use of the villa buildings during the early Saxon period, and evidence for some continuity was also 
uncovered at Peartree Farm_ Early Saxon pottery was found within pits cutting the silted up boundary 
ditches of the Romano-British farmstead, and this may be associated with the final phase of enclosures 
on the site. Clearly the pattern of early Saxon settlement is variable and potential exists to characterise 
Utis, and the relationship between native inhabitants and newcomers_ 

Middle aM later Sa�oll occupation was recovered at Village FarmlMedbury Lane and Manor Farm 
and these sites have the potential to contribute to studies concerning the development of later 
medieval settlement and land usc. 
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PaUcrn� or industry ��Ild craCt�Pt�nBh.ip 
A 1hl:l'l1c with we!!. potential V�IIt':. for all periods is to �pli)1'P. further the ptll-
It':.I'fiEl of indu�lry aAd CllIfllilTlanship. TIle dp.veiopmeJlI �d distribution ii �oChoo
lCi�ical expel1i�¥. and PrBClil� in the prodlll':tion of ar1efat';\!I is crucial for 11111." 
undel"5lHlldin� of many iI�pCCts of �jf:t}' from the HMnzC Age OIlWatd.9.. The 
them!;: could be ndvil.ncoo in J;I. !LuMber of .... nyjj hut moe.t pll.r'liCl..llacly by proje(�l� 
which add�� Ihl': following rl'Oblcm arell$: 

i) TIlf. M1UrcCB. fTI1UlllfaC1Uf(. am.! ai.9.tribution or Sj.l.onc artifacts rerrtiLitl poorly 
understood. wlll�lht.:r these lire the cutting 11)(1018 of preh i�lory, !RIch as axes (lmJ 
knives. or grinding implements such M hones and queI'M.. There is a need !'.rir 
Ihi': identification and selective investign�il)n of mine IIl'Id qllany sites. 
t"l;cthcr with lhcir aasooiB.lr'.a workin,g lIl�aa_ 
ii) Th�re is 9. requln:TIH:nt for !urv�,.� 8JId excBvni,il)n of so::lectro exl..ratl�ion 
�itt;!I of raw mlltt'!l'ia.is ptlrtic:ularly copper. gnM, iron. lead IIInd tin mining. 

iii) Analysis or �,,� ("..onlrasl between uroan IInd 11,Ital. industrial :!iile. ... through. 
I ti'! re ise � �ial variations tlTld alterm in Ih� 

distribution Qf industry. Mue:n attention IT.M alMady been given most usduJJy 
10 cenlretl (Ir cCl"amic production linlr.ed witn pro\'enance Jj.tudies and for the 
medieval and po:!il medieval perioo� in particular it would � pro6tfolhle to con
cel'ltratc on otller procC5:s.e�, !l;lIch 8ll the tanning and working (If leather. cop
per alloy tr"Je!'!o, bolh founding and similt\t industries. cloth indu� 
particularly dyc.ing and f\lllin(" and hom-w()tking sites ir�Tly ean be found. 

iv) Further lihld}' of wlIlite �nd process material &om industrial $i� is 
needcd to d�leffi1ine ClllO I"'Mc.edU�. Our kT\(lwledge of medie .... al lcather 
working has recently ine:rcascd considerably as 8 res.ull or the study of w�le: 
fr1)lTI pMduCliol1 �ilp.!l and simill!J' progrcss could be made; c:1sCiwhc::rt:, A 
possible prtljt":ct would bl"! s complete swdy [If medieval mould!!. ror metaJ 
WOrlr.iTlf;. 

v) Obje«ts, 1»i.r1..ieularly Ih(1!!.p. which IU'e no-n ce!1Ul'lic, from previQu!l cxc.ava
li�ln!I. or in IT1U�ellffi!l. nced to he t:!:lI:aminoo to ddenninc whether �pect!l. of 
c:raftaman!5hiJI and man1)flli':lure deduced f[\lom � !lludy of the i'ini�I�Al ubjcl'1 
can iT\dimkw direction$ for further resclI/'eh through cxc.«vl;I.liQn or analysi�. 
PRJje:!':l!!. might Sllmrll(; group:s or MOlle, horn. copper I;I.llo)" cloth. � 1)1' 
ooTle, questioning the nature Qf the technical process involved in their produc
tion_ 

... i) SeJe:Gl ivc investigation (If Ilc,lGurnentoo indIJih-i.iLI �he, 10 com h 1 ' . f p� t e app 1catJon 0 nl!W �eGh�Jogies with thl! 11i�lljriCl'lI records or innovation and i'II)n-1l!1'I�llOmry tcchnll':.al ht!'�nt.lllre. may also be wurthwhile. 

NA- vii) Thc� i� � need I� relate th(': (;viIJ�nce from the (;xirllctiOI1 and manIJr/W_ ILJ� ofbUlldmg In�ll).nlll!5 W tnat deri..,(;cl rn,'"lm excavation!'! and the archaoo-1000cnl study o{ bllllclic\g.�. 
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2.2.10 Non period based themes 

A number of general topics can be addressed, suggested by the original prqiect aims. and with 
reference to material crossing chronological boundaries. 

I [�n°"l�L y ��. J � f. �2. 
i • 

_ 

':4 theme Wi� great p�;Mlial value for all periods iS� explore forther the pal/ern af industry and 
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crajl.wnanship" (FfJP. 42) I 
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There is no doubt that for all the sites investigated, (except perhaps for the earlier prehistoric), 
agriculture formed the dominant economic activity, supplemented by small scale craft and industrial 
activity. The form and development of agricultonll production, processing, and consumption is cenrnll 
to any understanding of economy and can be studied on a number of sites, through analysis of plant 
macrofossils, animal bone, the form and layout of settlements and boundary systems. Comparison of 
the diversity between settlements and between chronological periods will help identifY trends in 
agricultural activity which can be tested against models suggested by Knight (1984) for the Iron Age, 
and Fulford (1990) for the Roman period. Potential also exists to ideotify trends in the balance 
between arable and pa$loral regimes, and in the extent \0 which communities may have moved away 
from snbsistence production towards some element of market oriented production during the Roman 
period. Evidence for contact, trade and exchange within the locale, region, and beyond will be sought 
in the artefactual record to complement this enquiry. 

The study of agricultoral activity also requires investigation into the nature of the communities, their 
organisation and their interrelationships, both local and regional. Potential exists at Peartree Farm, 

. . . 
v �!\.:·"'LU ... "' .  "u ><uuy u"' wuu ... '" '" . """ .... ' UBI""-" 

in relation to its social Significance. For the Roman period especially, these sites represent classic 
examples of common types known throughout the Ouse Valley from crop marks, bot otherwise little 
investigated. The Bypass project provides the first opportunity to fully characterise these types of site 
and to begin to develop patterns of organisation and relationship in the landscape. 

Although the evidenoe n:covered from Bypass site<J iudicate<J primarily agricultural activities, some evidence 
for craft and small scale industrial activity was also recorded. The importance of these activities to � � communities, in providing goods fOf use or ftrf trade/el<change must not be unden'stimaIed, and in partiCJllar-- f· 
the evidence fur pottel)' production at Eastcotts requires further analysis. FuIford and Huddleston (l99t? are 
insistent that£�: vital for the information they provide about the source and range of contcmporaIY 

~ vessels". The , "i!& with its independent dating, has significance for site sp:cific investigations into 
economy, but also in tracing relationships between Bypass sites and with sites further afield. Kilns have _ recently been excavated at Warren Villas and Stagsden, and the kiln compIexjttst to the north-west of 
Eastcotts at Mile Road is now the mqect of doctoral research. 

Ritual and ceremony 
The study of the ritual component within past hmnan societies is complicated by difficulties eII<XlUIltered in 
the recognition of significant data (Batrett 1993). Quite simply, we cannot see it because we may not be able 
to understand it. For the Neolithic and late Bronze Age period at Octagon Farm, Village Farm and Eastcctts 
there is less of a problem as the mooumcnlS supply a context for investigations and provide opportUnities to 
study spatial and chronological relationshiP'i. Aerial and field survey along the length of the Ouse provides a 
good landscape databast within which to consider similar themes, and within which to oonlIaSl groups of 
monuments (Green 1974; Woodward 1978, Maylim forthcoming). The ritual andcomnnutal landscapls of 
the earlier prehio;toric give way gradually to agricultural and settlement forms, and ritual becomes less 
outwardly visible: expressed in the physical evidence ofOOrial rites and of deposition of oI:!iects within pits 
and ditches. Evidence for bnrial was """'"""" from Peartree Farm, Village Farm, Bumpy Lane Eastrotts 
and Octagon Farm with both cremations and inhumation iepiesented. Although the mnains more tew and 
isolated the nature of the rite<J used and the spatial distnbution ofburial in relation to sottlement and other 
features can alTord an insight into ooc:ial and religious systents. A good =mple of this is the child burial at 
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Peartree Fann, E1eanor Scott having argued for a CQl\COrdance of such burials with agricultlrn!l features and 
buildings, and that behind this may lie the control of aspects of the agricultural domain by women thmngh I1 
manipulation of symbols and actualities offcrtility and reproduction (&:ott 1991). Special deposition of • 

�ects can be seen from the hon Age and Roman periods at � Fann, Village Fann and Eastcous. 
• 

Whole or pan animal carcasses were found within pits, boundary ditches and ring ditches and further 
analysis may indicate further deposits and patteming within the landscape. Other oQjects were also placed in 
the ground, with whole pots pia(>:d as possible boundary deposits at Peartree Fann and Eastcous (Hingley 
1990). Although an increasing awareness of these types ofdeposit has promptedwrrent research (Gwilt, 

Durham University) it is sliU likely that a great deal of everyday ritual goes UIlIIO!iced simply because we do 
not make the connections between �ects (Thomas 1994, 13). At the larger area� sites the 
potential exists to rapidly scan assemblages for significant associations within single and combined data sets 
and for recurring patterns to be identified 

2.3 Landscape development 
After assessment of the fieldwork data, and from a provisional scan of work undertaken elsewhere in 
the vicinity a model can tentatively be proposed for the development of settlement and land use in the 
area. This can be summarised chronologically: 

Neolithic 10 lore Bronze Age 
• Partial tree clearance close to settlement and around ceremonial areas. 
• Settlement and funerary/ceremonial activity on the higher and drier areas of the £loodplain and 

first terrace. 
• Possibly widespread but sparse domestic occupation, consisting of short-lived, perhaps 

chronologically distinct foci, soatiallv domestic and ceremonial sites. 

Later Prehistoric 
• Development of more sedentary settlements and enclosure, possibly from the late Bronze Age but 

most evident from the early Iron Age. 
• Mixed arable pastoral farming but also evidence for specialist pastoral farms. 
• Possible abandonment of the floodplain for settlement in the later Iron Age, perhaps resulting 

from increases in the water table. 

Romano-British 
• Reoccupation of the floodplain. 
• Continuation of late Iron Age ceramic and agricultural traditions into the early Roman period 

with a decline of this infloence visible in ceramics from the second century. 
• Expansion of arable and intensification of settlement. 
• Increased diversity in activities. 
• Rapid alluviation in later Roman period leading to settIement abandonment 

Saxcm 
• Low intensity occupation of higher land. 
• Less intensive land management. 
• Shifting settlement patterns throughout the early and middle Saxon period. 

Lale Saxon to medieval 
• Possible shift of settlement towards area of later medieval settlement 
• Use of lower lying areas for grazing and hay meadow, with intensification of arable on higher 

areas of first terrace 
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The following four major themes can be addressed during analysis. Within each of these a number of 
more specific issues have been highlighted where the Bypass evidence is of particular quality. The 
potential of each site to address these issues is tabulated as no potential (-) moderate (*), good (AA) or 
high (***). 

3.1 Settlement and land use 

To characterise and formulate models for the development of settlement and land use from the early 
prehistoric to the medieval periods. Comparisons can be drawn with other areas and an important . - . . 
TtJble 2 SumttUJry o/potenlial; !J1!Itinn£nt and Imod use 

:::«om..,<>-Briilih . !* ! .� ! - *  
* --- -; : ...... y-- -. . " 

E� Al'ea ' H  ,, ** : * ' ** j ', . i ** 
""""' .. ""_. ______ "."". __ ._ .... _."' __ ,.". ___ ._ .. L�.!L .. I"_,,,,. , ,, ... L-..... .. ""�_._, .... ,_:_... .._ .. __ .. _,." " " .".,.,.L ... __ . L� 

3.2 Economy 

To investigate the foon, development and the relative importance of different economic strategies 
through time with particular reference to agriculture, craft, trade and exchange_ 

";11 
** 
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3.3 Environment 

To attempt the reconstruction of the n&tur�l environment; including palaeotopograplIy, alluviation and 
the plant/animal ecosystems. Particular emphasis will be placed on investigating anthropogenic 
factors in environmental change and in identifying the inter-relationship of communities and their 
environments and their exploitation of natural resources through time. 

Table 4 S""""tI1'J' of potentia/; tm';ronment 

" , "H . ·
. H····· ···U·····,··**· ·· " H  ** r ** ····· H ' TH" 'T;t;'i/i ** 

, i i - * 
.. * : ** • ** ; ** ! - ** 

The Nat�rllJ1d ';'ttivutaJ .'",,
'" . .. ,"""'" .. ",. '*'1tr'� I ** i � .. _--:--'*'_ .. - "f"'" *"" .. "'w'" , "':" "" "'''''�.''.*--. ------t.-:' ... "' . ... . : - -

,-",en",virorun=�ent= _________ -, __ ._._l�N."m'.".�.' .. ". " " , ,.,,,,,,l,,.,.�,,��". �.�_ .. ��.,L,��",�.� .. �,,,,,,,,,,,_ .'" .,.
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Two subsidiary stands of investigation with p&rticular relevance to all the above major themes �n 
also be addressed. 

3.4 Processes of change 

The investigation of patterns of continuity and discontinuity in settlement, society, cultural identity, 
technology, economic strategy, land use and landscape change. These will be studied chronologically 
and soatiallv within individual settlements and between settlements in the stody area, and compared 
with evidence elsewhere, regionally and nationally. In addition the idcntifi�tion and investigation of 
transitional periods is of great significance, with spedal emphasis on the transformation from 
communal monuments to settlement and boundary forms in the Bronze AgelIron Age; from R<:>man to 
Britain; the relationship of later Roman to Sa""n settlement and the development of medieval 
settlement and land-DSC forms. 


